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RMK “Start-up-Power” Package
Are you planning to start a business, or have you already started one? Are you looking for a quick 
boost and success after the launch? The very beginning is the time when founders get very excited 
about their business idea and are enamoured with the thought of becoming an entrepreneur or per-
haps acquiring an investor. You might be profiting from ‘beginner’s luck’. One can understand that you 
want to decide and do everything yourself and fast. At first you may be sailing through - fuelled by 
enthusiasm and passion; however, the beginning can also prove to be the time of lurking traps or even 
big mistakes. These could later lead to severe, expensive or even fatal consequences. Of course, you 
can accumulate all the experiences that go with the launch of such a venture. 

The truth is most start-ups unfortunately fail, despite the fact that new entrepreneurs were confident 
that they were doing the right thing. However, not those under my wing, where it is the opposite. It is 
smart and wise to use and benefit of others’ vast experience – not to have to learn the hard way and 
risk paying dearly. Better to stay safe on your way to success with the right coach!
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Service Features Classic Plus Premium

Sporadic coaching (on-demand) on specific questions

Ongoing coaching and accompanying advice as a sparring partner

Personal direct hotline with an emergency number

Advisory Board / Supervisory Board Function / Position (as Non-Exec)

Feature Options for Packages
You can choose between three RMK „Start-up-Power“ Package options, the Classic package, the Plus  
package and the Premium package. Below you can see which service feature is included in the  
respective package options.

       = is included in the Classic package.
       = is included in the Plus package.
       = is included in the Premium package.

With the RMK “Start-up-Power” you are safe in the hands of an astute, wise ally with plenty of 
business connections. Ask yourselves these questions:

• Do you have the necessary resources to somehow run your day to day operations smoothly?
• Is your product, service and marketing effort viably positioned for the future market?
• Which play rules of the business world and traps are you aware of and which are you perhaps 

not?
• How do you handle turbulences, defeats and failures?
• How big and reliable is your network, what is missing?
• Are you protected from being ripped off as a young or new entrepreneur?
• How do you close as many sales as possible, with minimum expense or reasonable effort?
 

Choose your package or ask me to call you back with the contact form!


